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Context: 
 
Activating the automatic Answer Nonsupply service enables staff to save time spent on a routine task. It also 
allows borrowing libraries to forward their requests more quickly to a lending library which will be able to supply 
them. This service therefore benefits both borrowing libraries (Colombo or others) and ILL personnel who 
manage lending operations in Colombo libraries. 
 
 Automates the Answer Nonsupply action by VDX when all copies of a document are on loan, or when 

there is no item-level (copy) information associated with a bibliographic record. This is often the case for 
electronic books, and sometimes for documents on order but not yet received. 

 Applies only to requests where Service Type 1 = Loan.  
 Service available to all Colombo lending libraries. 
 Possibility to exclude specific locations from receiving automatic responses. 

 
The DocFind Responder program can provide automatic responses for lending requests. One of the available 
automatic responses is “Answer Nonsupply” when all copies of a document are on loan or there is no copy 
associated with a document according to the lender’s Z39.50 target.  
 
 
Operation: 
 
In order for the “Answer Nonsupply” automatic response to be sent by VDX, DocFind Responder must first 
locate a bibliographic record. The request must contain Service Type 1 = Loan. DocFind Responder will then run 
one or more of the following searches against your Z39.50 server: 
  

1. By ISBN  
2. By LC Card Number (LCCN) 

3. By a combination of the fields Title/Author/Date 

 
When a single bibliographic record is found: 
If DocFind Responder finds one result matching the search, and all copies associated with the bibliographic 
record are on loan, or there is no copy associated with the bibliographic record, DocFind Responder will not 
enter a Log Message in the request. The “Answer Nonsupply” action with a Reason of “In use on loan” will be 
sent to the partner.  
 
The lending request will then be automatically completed, and will disappear from the Work Queue as it is now 
Completed. 
 
Other situations: 
If more than one bibliographic record matches the DocFind Responder search, VDX will not be able to send the 
action and the following error message will be displayed: 

- More than 1 bib record located 
 
If no bibliographic record is located by the search against your Z39.50 server:  no automatic response. 
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If DocFind Responder finds one bibliographic record and at least one of the copies associated with it is available: 
no automatic response. 
 
Other information: 
 

A) Tests have demonstrated that DocFind Responder can respond to approximately 25% of lending 
requests that would receive the Answer Nonsupply. 

B) The response time is between 1 and 4 minutes after the loan request is received. It is possible that you 
may print out the Pick List (including the request which is in process) during this timeframe; the list will 
contain the item, but DocFind Responder will still send the automatic “Answer Nonsupply”. 

C) Ill staff will therefore normally save time by not having to: 
a. Print a pick list for this request 
b. Search in their local catalogue 
c. Respond to the request 

D) From the borrowing library’s perspective, the automatic response will occur more quickly than with 
human intervention, and the borrowing request may then be forwarded to another potential lender. 

E) Operates even when the request is sent outside of business hours. 
F) It is possible to exclude specific borrowing locations if you do not wish those locations to receive 

automatic responses. Generally this would apply to partners for whom you wish to reserve documents 
which are currently on loan by your users because you have reciprocal agreements with them. DocFind 
Responder would therefore only be used to look up call numbers. 
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